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ABSTRACT. Representatives of small nations today than ever before are ”doomed” to multilingualism.
Thus, contrastive studies can largely simplify foreign language learners to overcome those difficulties,
that they may face in L2, L3, Lx language acquisition process. In multilingual communities it is always
important not only to make it easier to a language learner to master one foreign language but also it is
necessary to support him/her on the basis of gained experience, to pick up another one in the optimal
period of time. Thus, the reality of our country was the main motivational factor to be interested in
contrastive analysis of the languages as it is practice-oriented linguistic approach that seeks to describe
the differences and similarities between a pair of languages. The contrastive linguistics is understood as
a subdiscipline of linguistics that tries to analyze interlingual similarities and differences using different
contrastive methods. The subject of this investigation embraces both language resources and speech
purposes and cultural aspects of the language as well. The aims of the CL can be both, of internal and
external linguistic nature. The latter requires an interdisciplinary collaboration. The comparison of
languages on the basis of the contrastive method could be regarded as a branch of both the theoretical
and applied linguistics. We tried to describe the peculiarities and differences of the consonant inventories
of German, English and typologically different Georgian languages, for which they require a special
effort from the language learners. The oretical and applied CA, as pointed out at the outset, the importance
of language comparison goes beyond practical/pedagogical applications and is of great interest in a
theoretical as well as in a applied perspective. It reveals what is general, and what is language specific
and is therefore important both for the understanding of languages in general and for the study of the
particular languages. “Correct” pronunciation is one of the fundamental components in a foreign
language acquisition while “Wrong” pronunciation, due to its frequency, is the most ear-catching event.
Describing the consonant inventories of compared languages, we show fundamental similarities and
differences among them. We try to illustrate those peculiarities that condition phonemic, phonetic,
allophonic and distributive/combinational difficulties. We also analyze how firmly the phonemic-phonetic
regularities of the long established borrowings in Georgian from the above-mentioned European languages
are protected. © 2016 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Table 1. German and English consonant systems in comparison [1].

Contrastive Analysis (CA) is the systematic comparison of two or more languages, with the focus on
the differences, rather than the similarities.CA provides a theoretical as well as an applied perspective
for contrastive comparison of languages. As a branch
of an applied linguistics CA aims to establish the
basis for practical purposes, e.g., in foreign language
teaching and translation studies. An example of comparison based on form alone is provided by contrastive analysis in the domain of phonology.

Consonant Systems
Before starting the contrastive comparison of German, English and Georgian consonant phonemes, let
us consider the consonant inventories.The diagram
presents German and English consonants where the
non-existing phonemes in German are put in separate
shadowed cells.
As from the CA of these three phonetic inventories can be seen, the phonemes existing in one system (e.g., Georgian) are not observed in the second
or third ones.
Thus, the German-speaking English language
learner often meet the sounds that are less identical
to their native language ones[1]:
o /T/ and /D/: interdental or post-dental (/T/
voiceless, /D/ voiced);
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o /tS/ and /dZ/: post-velar affricates;
o /w/: semi-vowel.
o /tS and /dZ/ by German speaking English language learner is not perceived as unfamiliar, because
they are met in German too, though these sounds are
not considered to be one phoneme. They are mainly
observed in phonemic pairs and at the border of the
word [2]. As Meinhold and Stock argue unknown
consonants are partially correctly pronounced. The
reason of this according to Scherer and Wollmann
[3] may be that in the pronunciation of [T] and [D]
”lisp”is understood as an unconscious mistake and
that is why these sounds are not pronounced this
way. As for Weiher [4], he thinks that substitution of
above mentioned sounds by non-modified [s] or [z]
occurs very rarely.
Interdental fricatives [T] and [D] do not exist in
the German and Georgian languages. But these
sounds are widely used in English. Their substitution by other sounds in borrowings in case of the
Georgian language undergoes rather sequentially.
Language learners in case of wrong pronunciation
carry out the substitution by several sounds and we
come across the highest degree of interference. For
example: in case of voiced fricative [T] in German and
Georgian substitution undergoes by word initial [z]
or dental [d] and never by an alveolar or post-alveo-
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lar [d]. As a result, we get: [zis], [zet],[dis], [det], [zi:s],
[zous], [dous] - in the words: this, that, those.
In case of interdental fricative [T] because of the
interference, either a hissing [s] or more often dental
[th] are used instead. As for the borrowings in Georgian, we have: thriller [TrIl@] - Trileri thrileri],
Thomas – Tomasi [thomasi], though Galsworthy, in
Georgian version is realized inconsistently like:
golsuorsi an golsuorTi [golsuorsi] or
[golsuorti]. The situation is different while pronouncing: Thatcher, where the latter, in standard Georgian,
is realized as: tetCeri [t’et’tSherI], though the form
TetCeri [th’et’tSherI] would sound more suitable
according to the pronunciation rules of source language. As for the Greek borrowings with the <-th->
digraph, which corresponds to English [T], in German and Georgian is realized as: Theater [teat6]Teatri [theaø’rI], Synthese [zyn te:z]-sinTezi
[synthezI], Thema [‘te:ma]- Tema [thema], etc.
Thus, in Georgian, unlike German, we still do not
haveclearly definedrules, how to substitute in English borrowings the sounds [T], [D]. In German the
above mentioned substitution is maintained by [s],
[z] accordingly [5, 6]. Therefore, in German, in the
borrowed proper names [T] is realized through [t].
The percentage of the pronunciation of [T]is as follows: correct pronunciation 70,2; [T] as [s] – 17,5; [T]
as [t] – 10,8 (Abresh, 2007:108)[6]. The examples of

dence with the similar Georgian phoneme despite its
position in the word: menejmenti [meneÙmentI],
daijesti [daIÙ estI], pijini [p’IÙInI], jini
[ÙInI], jinsi [ÙInsI], etc.
Unlike Georgian, the affricate [Í] is characterized
by alowfrequency in German. Without submergence
into the different opinions about this affricate, it is
worth noting that in German this sound is mainly met
in borrowed or onomatopoetic words mostly in word
initial and middle positions: tschüß, Tschehien,
tschilpen, klatschen, Klatsch und Tratsch, watschen,
Watsche, latschen. A special etymology has the word:
deutsch. In English the given sound is met initially:
chair, chimny, chest, chiken; in the middle: mischief,
mischievous, Michigan, bachelor and in the word
final positions: bench, beach, tranche[7].
In Georgian [Í] is of a higher frequency and not
only in the word initial or middle positions. It can be
met in an unusual distributive combination unlike
the European languages but never in the word final
position due to structural peculiarities of Georgian
language: CanTa [tShantha] – a bag, Cveni [tShvenI] our, Cndeba [tShndeba] - appears Cxreka [Shxrek’a]
– to search, Clifini [tShlIphInI] - to lisp, Crdili
[tShrdIlI] - shadow, aCrdili [atShrdIlI] – a ghost.
It may also occur in preverbs: Ca [tSha]-: CaCrili
[tShat ShrIlI] - tucked, Caxergili [t ShaxergIlI] blocked, Catexili [tShatexIlI] –broken down.

substitution of the voiceless fricative are: thick, thin,
thumber, thought [sik], [sin], [sVmb@], [sO:t].

Therefore, it should be noted that much more
“complicated” seem to be the cases which Georgian

Affricate [Ù] may appear in the word initial, middle or final positions. In English, graphically it may
be realized differently: < -G- >, < -J- > initially, < -g- >,
<-ge- >, < -j- >, < -dg- > in the middle, but < -ge- > and
relatively rare < -dge- > finally. Voiced [Ù] is marked.
To borrow words with this affricate do not create any
difficulties, as the combination of plosive and fricative is not marked with high distinctiveness and the
acceptable option is created. As for the Georgian language, this phoneme is presented in [Ù] phonemic

speaking German or English language learners may
face. For example: in German voiceless phonemes:
/p,t,k/ in certain positions have aspirate and nonaspirate variants: Masche, Tasche vs stellen, stecken.
German occlusive /p/ differs from Georgian corresponding /p/- /p’/. The Georgian phoneme is sharper.
German /p / phoneme corresponds to Georgian more
plosive /f/ - /ph/ phoneme. However, German labiodental phoneme /f/ has no Georgian corresponding
equivalent. Similarly, the German /t /, /k/ phonemes

inventory. It does not create any difficulties to a Georgian language learner and there is a complete coinci-

more clearly differ the Georgian plosive ones: /t/-/t’/,
/k/-/k’/. Thus, the German /t/ more corresponds to
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the Georgian /T/- /th/, though the latter in Georgian
sounds more dental unlike the German /t / phoneme
which seems to be more alveolar. The same can not
be said about English corresponding sounds. The
similar situation is in case of German phoneme /k /,
which more corresponds to the Georgian /q/-/kh/ phoneme. The Georgian sharp phoneme /k/- /k’/ has no
analogy in German. Confusion of these sounds may
cause the errors in Georgian learners as in Georgian
these are distinctive phonemes: kari-qari [k’arI kharI ] – a door-a wind, kani-qani [k’anI - khanI ] –
skin-a rock, puri-furi [p’urI - phurI ] – bread- a
milking cow.
The situation is dissimilar in case of /r/ phoneme.
In Georgian /r/-/r/ is always alveolar vibrant, in German /r/ phoneme has different varieties. It has got
allophones: uvular fricative and approximant also
apical vibrant and uvular vibrant [8]. It is often vocalized with vowels and is realized as /6/ - schwa
phoneme.
In the varieties of English this sound is pronounced differently. In British English /r/ is described
as an apico-postalveolar approximant, represented
phonetically as [R]. For most American varieties it
can be characterized as an apico-palatal (or ‘retroflex’) approximant [9]. German phoneme /r/ in the
word initial position and at the beginning of a stressed
syllable is pronounced in Standard German as voiced

and in the syllable final positions we have dark [L], as
for the clear variant [l], it occurs at the beginning of a
word or initially also before vowels and the sonant /
j/:letter [let@], line [lain], lace [leIs], value [v&lju:],
million [miljen], schoolyard [sku:ljA:d]; dark [L]:tell
[teL], smell [smeL], bill [bI5].
Similarly, in Georgian, there are two variants of /l/,
clear and dark, but their realization is somewhat different. Namely: the clear [l] occurs with front vowels:
liToni [lIthonI] – a metal, eklesia [ek’lesIa] – a
church, lebani [lebanI ]- a bulbet, a clovewhereas
the dark [5] appears with back ones: saqarTvelo
[sakharthvelo]- Georgia, lodini [lodInI ] – to wait,
lurji [lurÙI ] - blue. Difference between these
two variants is not distinctive and in German frequently only the clear [l] occurs instead: [cO:l]. In
Georgian, in case of the scorrect pronunciation a language learner correctly pronounces both variants
easily, though in dialectal varietis there are occasions
when only clear [l] is heard with both front and back
vowels or vice versa the dark [5] may occur instead
and this is the typical way of violation of standard
language pronunciation.
The next pair in our analysis is: /w/ and /v/. English bilabial sound /w/ always is shifted into a vowel:
warm[wO:m], work[w3:rk]. This sound together with
/j/ represents the group of approximants
(Ger.Gleitlaute).Graphemically this phoneme like many

uvular trill/K/ which is more similar to Georgian
/R/-// phoneme: Ring [rIN], Rand [rant]. But /r/ is

other English sounds may be represented differently,
e.g. in lexemes: language, quarter etc. different graph-

often devoiced or pronounced as a fricative: Wort
[woRt], Durst [duRst]./r/ is reduced in unstressed
position and sounds like a schwa /6 / phoneme: hier
[hi:6], Uhr [u:6]. In some southern varieties /r/ is realized//: Schrift[SXift], krank [kXNk]. In contrast to
this, in English either fricative or approximant [R] opposes.
Phoneme /l/ in German is constantly realized as
clear [l], while in English it has two different
allophones: dark and clear ones. In other words, Eng-

emes in different positions and surroundings serve
to represent one and the same phoneme. We can
illustrate a lot of examples where the phoneme /w/ is
realized through <-w-> grapheme. It should also be
noted that it may occur either at the beginning or in
the middle of the morpheme. Phonotactically the
sound /w/ may occur in word initial position. As the
grapheme <-w-> after a vowel has no sound value, it
may not occur at the end of a word in the form of /w/
: strow[str@u], flow[fl@u], new[nju:].

lish distinguishes two variants of this lateral sonant
known as clear [l] and dark [L]. At the end of a word

Approximant /w/, which is pronounced word initially and in the middle positions after a vowel, in
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German and Georgian is completely substituted by /
v/ consonant phoneme, e.g. quiz[kvIs] instead of
[kwIz]. As for Georgian, here, the realization of borrowings is inconsistent, in the sense that in some
cases bilabial [w] is realized by labiodental [v] while
in the others it is represented by two vowel sounds
[ui] – [uI] uikendi [uIk’endI] – a weekend, though
in contrast to it there may be observed: vebsaiti
[vebsaIt’I ] – a website, vorkSopi/vorkSofi
[vork’Sop’I/ vork’SophI ] – a workshop. The word:
walkman in Georgian is represented as uokmeni
[uok’menI ], rather rarely, vokmeni [vok’menI]. The
similar situation is in the word middle position:
holivudi [holivudI]- Hollywood, kvizi/qvizi
[k’vIzI / khvIzI] - a quiz, sendviCi [sendvItShI] - a
sandwich, tviteri [t’vIt’erI ] - a twitter, tvisti
[t’vIst’I] - a twist, svingi [svIngI] - swing, visti
[vIst’I] - a whist, viski - a whisky [vIsk’I], tvidi
[t’vIdI] - tweed, vaSingtoni [vaSIngt’onI] - Washington, “vestsaiduri ambavi” [versaIdurI ambavI]
– “West Side Story”, though the surname in: Oscar
Wilde, in Georgian pronunciation is: uaildi
[uaild]and not vaildi [vaildi].
A vowel phoneme /U/ similar to approximant /w/
belongs to sonorants. That is why, because of its
articulatory features, the phoneme /U/ with great probability may reveal the coincidence with /w/. This vowel
will never create the substitute similar to English

laNg]. If /N/ occurs at the border of a syllable, then
the phoneme proceeds the reduced vowel sound
Mangel[ maNl], Dengel[dENl], Angel [ aNl]. In the
German word stock, within a morpheme, the combination of velar nasal and voiced velar plosives /Ng/
is marked. Such a sequence in German may only exist
beyond the morpheme border, e.g.: Fänger [ fEN6],
fangen [ faN@n], Finger[ fiN6], unlike un+getüm [
ung@ty:m], un+geahnt[ UngÝ|a:nt], un+glück [
Unglyk], where we have the negative prefix un[Un]with the derivatives.
In German borrowings the homorganic phonemic
sequence may also be met within a morpheme: Mango
[ maNgo], Gringo[ grINgo], Tango [ taNgo]. As for
English, /Ng/ not onlyin borrowings but even inbasic
word stock may occur within a morpheme too: finger[ fingÝ]; fishmonger [fiS7mVNg@]; mingle [mINgl];
single [sINgl]. The homophone and the homograph
of the word: finger in German is: Finger [ fiN6]. In
the borrowed lexemes, where in the source language
the combination /Ng/ occurs, in German, the narrowing falls exactly on /Ng/ if we want to transfer the
unmarked monomorphemic structure: Single [ siNl],
[ ziNl]; in German, this word reveals the tendency to
integration and that is why the phoneme /g/ disappears, but in the word: Bungalow, the combination /
Kg/ unlike Single [ siNl], [ ziNl] does not occur in the
position characteristic of the German language. It is

approximant in German, because the vowel /U/ is syllabic whereas the phoneme /w/ lacks this property.

followed by a full vowel and the phoneme /g/ does
not disappear. < - g -> preserves the sound value and

Fricative, labiodental /v/ which is voiced, continuous and labial may largely reveal the coincidence
with this phoneme of the source language and thus
may occur as the suitable substitute for [w] independently of the position of the approximant phoneme [w] within a word. So, in many cases the substitution of [w] by [v] is solid [9].
The velar, nasal /N/ in the basic word stock of the
German language isosyllabically proceeds a consonant, if only it does not appear at the end of a

is pronounced in a German borrowed word as: Bungalow/buKgalo/.
From the above viewpoint, the situation differs in
Georgian where we do not have the phoneme /N/,
though the nasal /n/ and voiced plosive velar /g/
may easily co-exist even in word initially position /
ng/: ngreva [ngreva] - (to destroy). Though, the presented case is rare for the Georgian language. Mainly,
in Georgian, this sound combination is met in the
middle of a word and the syllable border lies within

word:Angst [ aNst], längst [ lENst], Hengst [ hENst]
andeng [ EN], jung [ jUN], Klang, [ klaN], lang [

this combination: ban-gi [ban-gI] – (dope); Can-gi
[tƒhan-gI] – (a musical string instrument); Can-gali
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[tShan-galI] – (a fork); lan-gari [lan-garI] - (a dish).
This combination can also be met in proper names
and in Toponymy: man-glisi [man-glIsI], Sengelia
[Sen-gElIa]. That is why, in standard Georgian, the
similar words like previously mentioned ones are realized in both cases by means of these two phonemes: mango [man-go], tango [tan-go], gringo
[grIn-go], singli [sIn-glI], bungalo [bUn-galo].
Thus, different cases of realization between English
and German for Georgian language learners require
additional special efforts.
As for the phoneme /S/, this sound in Georgian is
more fronted than in German. Georgian /S/ is pronounced like German /S/ in the word: Schlake [10].
Difference between Georgian and Germman phonemes
is easily observable, if Georgian and German opposite pairs are compared. Below, we illustrate Georgian
and German proper names where the difference in the
pronunciation is clearly vivid:
Schlegel [SlE:g”l] Slegeli [SlegelI] Schuhmann
[Su:man] Sumani [SumanI].
German has the palatal and velar fricatives [C], [x],
[X]. According to König/Gast [11] these fricatives
exist only in their voiceless variants, and are in complementary distribution,i.e. they are allophones of a
single phoneme. This consonant phonem is realized
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i) after front vowels as [C] (e.g. Licht[liCt], ii) after
back vowels as [x] suchenà [zu:xn], iii) after central
/a/ as /X/ Dach [daX]. If to a German language
learner for whom Georgian is a mother tongue /X/ is
more or less familiar, in case of mastering the pronunciation of /C/ quite a great deal of hard work is to
be overcome.
Summing up all the above discussed, we should
single out and differ several groups in the system of
consonant phonemes:
1. Sounds that have more similar features than
different ones: /b/, /g/, /s/, /n/, /m/, /z/.
2. Sounds that exist in German and have no
equivalents in Georgian, e.g.: /f/, /N/, /ç/ , Sounds
that exist in German and have no equivalents in English, e.g.: /x/, /ç/, or exist inEnglish and have no equivalents in Georgian and German, e.g,: /T/, /D/, /w/.
3. Sounds that exist in Georgian and have no
equivalents in English and German: /p/-/p’/, /y/-/q’/,
/w/ -/ts’/, /W/- /tS’/.
The results of ourcomparison across languages
can contribute to a better description ofeach individual language. Thus, we can observe characteristics of each language more claerly and this information could be used to improve the language teaching
process.
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enaTmecniereba

TanxmovanTa sistemebis kontrastuli analizi
/germanuli, inglisuri da qarTuli enebis masalaze /
n. kapanaZe, g. yufaraZe
ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti, humanitarul mecnierebaTa
fakulteti
(warmodgenilia akademiis wevris a. arabulis mier)

winamdebare statia eZRvneba germanuli, inglisuri da maTgan tipologiurad
gansxvavebuli qarTuli enis TanxmovanTa sistemebis kontrastul Sedarebas. dRes, ise
rogorc arasdros,mravalenovnebam sagangebo mniSvneloba SeiZina, miT ufro mcirericxovani
erebis warmomadgenelTaTvis.amdenad, kontrastul kvlevebs SeuZliaT mniSvnelovanwilad
gauiolon ucxouri enis SemswavlelT im problemebisdaZleva, romlebic L L2, L3, Lx enis
Seswavlisas iCenen Tavs. amjerad SemovifargleT folonogiis doneze warmoqmnili
variantulobiT, rac fonemur, fonetikur, alofonur, distribuciul/kombinaciur
sirTuleebsac ukavSirdeba. Tumca variantulobas aseve ganvixilavT internacionalizmebisa
da, zogadad, globalizebuli diskursis fonze.
aRniSnul sakiTxebzemuSaobisas Cveni mizani iyo warmogveCina is faqtorebi, romlebic
ganapirobeben sxva enebis zegavlenas fonologiur doneze. Cven aRvwereT samive enaSi
TanxmovanTa sistemebisaTvis damaxasiaTebeli Taviseburebebi da gansxvavebebi, ris gamoc
isini sagangebo Zalisxmevas moiTxoven enis Semswavlelisagan, gamomdinare am meTodis
arsidan, misi gamoyeneba mozrdil enis SemswavlelebTan gansakuTrebiT warmatebiT SeiZleba,
miT ufro Tu enis Semswavleli erT ucxour enas ukve flobs.
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